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Foundations of the Age-Area Hypothesis
Matthew J. Baker1✉

A useful tool in understanding the roots of the world geography of culture is the Age-Area-

Hypothesis. The Age-Area Hypothesis (AAH) asserts that the point of geographical origin of

a group of related cultures is most likely where the culture speaking the most divergent

language is located. In spite of its widespread, multidisciplinary application, the hypothesis

remains imprecisely stated, and has no theoretical underpinnings. This paper describes a

model of the AAH based on an economic theory of mass migrations. The theory leads to a

family of measures of cultural divergence, which can be referred to as Dyen divergence

measures. One measure is used to develop an Age-Area Theorem, which links linguistic

divergence and likelihood of geographical origin. The theory allows for computation of the

likelihood different locations are origin points for a group of related cultures, and can be

applied recursively to yield probabilities of different historical migratory paths. The theory

yields an Occam’s-razor-like result: migratory paths that are the simplest are also the most

likely; a key principle of the AAH. The paper concludes with an application to the geo-

graphical origins of the peoples speaking Semitic languages.
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Introduction

Much cross-disciplinary effort has been devoted to
understanding how the world-wide geographical dis-
tribution of cultures came to be. This research program

has revealed deep connections between culture, genetics, and
language (Cavalli-Sforza and Cavalli-Sforza, 1995). Linguistic,
historical, archeological, and genetic evidence have been applied
in concert to shed light into the origins of Indo-European peoples
(Atkinson and Gray, 2003; Mallory, 1997; Renfrew, 1987), the
peopling of Africa (Ehret, 2002; Holden, 2006), the settlement of
the South Pacific (Greenhill and Gray, 2005), and the spread of
agriculture around the world (Diamond and Bellwood, 2003;
Holden, 2006), to name but a few prominent examples.1

Understanding the evolution of culture is fundamental in
cultural anthropology, and a branch of this research, exemplified
by Mace et al. (2005), brings to bear sophisticated phylogenetic
techniques adapted from computational biology and historical
linguistics to study cultural evolution in cross-cultural data. Some
recent work makes data available on all of these aspects of culture
to facilitate such study. Kirby et al. (2016) combines a variety of
information on geography, culture, and language in a unified
cross-cultural data set to aid analysis of culture. Even economists
have taken an active interest in cultural origins, as ancient cultural
practices are seemingly important in understanding economic
outcomes in the present (Alesina et al., 2005; Ashraf and Galor,
2013; Spolaore and Wacziarg, 2013). As this literature has
evolved, some economists have investigated the sources of ethnic
diversity itself (Michalopoulus, 2012). Others have studied the
evolution of culture over time (Giuliano and Nunn, 2018; Lowes
et al., 2017).

A common thread running through analyses of cultural evo-
lution is the need to understand the geography of culture.
Bayesian phylogeography, originally developed for modeling
geographical dispersal of viruses (Lemey et al., 2009), has also
been applied to analysis of linguistic dispersals (Bouckaert et al.,
2012, 2018). The method treats locations as states in a discrete-
state, continuous time model of drift (Lemey et al., 2005), also a
method used to analyze the evolution of language over time
(Forster and Renfrew, 2006). Other recent research blends phy-
logenetic linguistic analysis with models of geographical dispersal.
For example, Currie et al. (2013), compare different expansion
scenarios for the Bantu peoples, coupling phylogenetic linguistic
analysis with a Brownian-motion-based model of population
dispersal.

Extension of techniques for analyzing change over time to
geography have thus deepened understanding of the timing and
nature of historical population dispersals. Older, more heuristic
methods for deducing population expansions are still in common
usage, however, and one might wonder how they contrast with
and complement newer methods. Perhaps the oldest and most
well-known approach for locating linguistic homelands derives
from the so-called Age-Area Hypothesis (AAH). Commonly
known as the center-of-gravity principle, but also known as the
genetic diversity principle or Sapir’s principle—the ideas under-
lying the AAH have proven to be powerful, flexible tools in
understanding population dispersals. The AAH posits that the
homeland of a group of related languages is likely where the
constituent languages are most diverse, or divergent.2 The AAH
has proven to be an indispensable in filling in gaps in the his-
torical relationships between cultures, and has often been invoked
to buttress archeological, historical, and genetic evidence.

Indeed, applications of the AAH abound, and often usage of
the idea is so second-nature that it is applied without explicit
reference. Atkinson and Gray (2003), following Renfrew (1987)
and Dolgopolsky (1988), couple computational linguistics with

the AAH to suggest that the Indo-European languages originated
in Anatolia, not as is sometimes argued, on the steppes of Siberia.
Ruhlen (1994) uses the AAH and also provides overviews of
debates about the origins of Na-Dene Native American cultures,
the Bantu expansion in Africa (also see Ehret, 2002; Grollemund
et al., 2015), and the peopling of the South Pacific. Ehret (2002)
makes extensive and efficient use of the AAH in his sweeping
account of how and when the cultures of Africa came to occupy
their current locations. The AAH has exerted a significant impact
on our understanding of ancient world history.

The aim of this paper is to develop a firm theoretical under-
pinning for the AAH, which the AAH currently lacks. The lack of
theoretical basis for the AAH generates doubt as to its actual
meaning, creating ambiguities, which can lead to outright con-
tradictions between researchers who purport to be using the same
methods. The approach of the paper is to describe the underlying
process leading to population movements, and then show how
migratory expansions that emanate from locations with more
divergent languages are simpler in that fewer distinct historical
events, and fewer model parameters are required to explain the
expansion, which in turn implies a larger likelihood value. The
approach leads to measures of divergence between cultures and a
likelihood-based interpretation of the Age-Area Hypothesis. One
can view the paper as an attempt to construct a rigorous model of
migration and linguistic dispersal from the principles embodied
in the earlier works of Sapir (1916) and Dyen (1956).

Overview of the literature
The origins of the hypothesis. One of the earliest applications of
the AAH is Sapir (1916), which discusses the origins of Native
American peoples speaking languages belonging to the Na-Dene
family.3 The Na-Dene language speakers cluster into three dis-
tinct geographical regions: (1) the northern Pacific coast of Alaska
and Canada, and (2) the coast of Northern California and Ore-
gon, and (3) the Southwestern United States. Navajo is the Na-
Dene language with the largest number of current speakers.
Athabaskan-speaking peoples such as the Dogrib and Chipewyan
of Northern Canada also belong to this group.

While any one of the three geographical clusters identified by
Sapir might be the place of origin of the entire language family,
Sapir (1916) argued the geographical point of origin of the Na-
Dene cultures was the Northwestern Pacific. His argument was
based on the fact that Athabaskan peoples collectively form a
branch of the Na-Dene linguistic family, while the cultures of the
Northwest form separate branches of the tree on their own:

The argument for the northern provenience of the
Athabaskan tribes is clinched by a ... linguistic fact, namely
that the Athabaskan dialects form one of the three major
divisions of the Na-Dene stock, the other two being Haida
and Tlingit. The fact that the latter are spoken in the
northwest coast area so emphatically locates the historical
center of gravity of the stock in the north that it becomes
completely impossible to think of the Athabaskan tribes as
having spread north from California or the southwest.
(Sapir, 1916, p. 81–82)

Sapir’s argument for a Northwestern Pacific origin point is
based on the languages spoken by the Haida and Tlingit cultures
of the northwest Pacific coast comprising distinct branches of the
Na-Dene linguistic tree. Hence, they branched off from the rest of
the cultures at an earlier time. His argument does not rely on any
characteristics of the constituent cultures of the tree, or of the
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present geographical arrangement of these cultures. Moreover, his
argument does not mention any ethnographic or archeological
evidence; it only uses phylogenetic relationships between cultures
implied by language relatedness to infer past geographical
distribution and spread. Others, notably Dyen (1956), have
pushed these ideas a bit further and posited that phylogenetic
relationships suggest a probabilistic interpretation of possible past
geographical movement. Dyen (1956, p. 623), in citing Sapir’s
passage, writes “the probabilities of different reconstructed
migrations are in inverse relation to the number of language
movements that is required.” (Dyen, 1956, p. 613) Sapir and Dyen
are superimposing phylogeny upon geography, assuming that the
phylogenetic relationship between languages implies something
about the timing and direction of population movements
determining the current geographical distribution of the cultures.

Recent literature. The insight that linguistics provides a precise
description of the timing of population splits and migrations is
now a critical tool in the analysis of historical population dis-
persion.4 But linguistic relationships themselves say nothing
about geography, or the direction of population movements.
While Bayesian phylogeographic methods (Bouckaert et al.,
2012, 2018) seem to produce patterns consistent with Sapir’s
vision of the dispersal process, the question remains: Why
couldn’t people have migrated from central Canada towards the
pacific northwest coast in the distant past, and then later from
central Canada to the American southwest?

As it happens, population dispersal narratives often contradict
the AAH. As one example, Kitchen et al. (2009) use sophisticated
Bayesian methods to construct a phylogenetic tree of the Semitic
languages, finding that the Akkadian language is the most
divergent of the Semitic grouping. Yet Kitchen et al. (2009) then
argue that the Semitic cultures likely originated in the Levant, not
1000 miles to the east where Akkadian was spoken. While
Kitchen et al. (2009) offer a plausible explanation for the
contradiction, it is hard to see why in this case inconsistency with
the AAH is tolerated, and because of the lack of a theoretical
structure for the AAH, it is also hard to see what has gone wrong.
This prompts a general question: How likely must contrary
evidence be to overturn the predictions of the AAH? The
methods developed in this paper provide a probabilistic
assessment as to how convincing historical, archeological, or
other evidence would have to be to outweigh the AAH. Further
discussion of this apparent anomaly is taken up in section
“Origins of Semitic”.

Definitional confusion is another unfortunate consequence of
the lack of theoretical underpinnings for the AAH. Consider the
discussion of the origins of Native American peoples speaking
Algic languages in Wichmann et al. (2010, p. 78). They note that
some researchers, notably Sapir (1916), hypothesize that these
peoples originated in the American West, as the most divergent
languages of the group, including Blackfoot, Arapaho, and
Cheyenne, are spoken there. In fact, Sapir (1916) noted that the
even-more-distantly related languages of Wiyot and Yoruk suggest
even deeper origins on the west coast of America in California. In
almost exact opposition to this position, Wichmann et al. (2010)
suggest the Algic peoples originated in the eastern United States,
in New York-New England, a conclusion supported by other
research on the geographic origins of Algonquian languages (for
example, Siebert (1967)). Shockingly, arguments for both origin
stories are based on the AAH! A little reflection reveals this is the
result of confusion over the definition of the AAH. Sapir (1916)
defines the AAH in terms of maximum linguistic divergence,
looking for the language group that is most different from all the
others in the group, while Wichmann et al. (2010) define the AAH

in terms of maximum linguistic diversity, i.e., the place where the
density of different dialects is the highest.5 The key questions then
become: What is the correct way of stating the AAH? And what
measure of divergence or dissimilarity best reflects the essence of
the AAH?

The role of a theory of migration. This discussion suggests why
what could be called an economic theory of migration—that is, a
theory in which decisions about migration and movement are
made rationally by populations in a way consistent with what is
observed—might be useful in formulating a rigorous foundation
for the AAH. For example (Currie et al., 2013) write: “large-scale
migrations of human populations are thought to be a major
feature of human history during the Holocene.”(Currie et al.,
2013, p. 1). Others (Neureiter et al., 2021) have found that
Bayesian phylogeographic methods work best when following an
“expansionary” vision of the migratory process.

These ideas suggest that a model purpose-built for analyzing
large-scale population movements might lend insight into the
structure and patterning of population dispersals. The model
developed here is based on simple economic principles and a
model of mass migration. The micro foundations explain how
mass population movements might occur in an ongoing
fashion from occupied locations to new locations at irregular
time intervals. The theory suggests that these movements are
well-described by a Poisson-exponential model of the timing of
migratory events. The model also shows how probabilities of
the locations of different cultures being origin points relates to
the Occam’s-razor-like idea that simpler migration narratives
are more likely. Migratory paths that originate at deeper points
in a phylogenetic tree can be thought of as simpler in a precise
probabilistic fashion under the model, in that inclusion of such
paths in a migratory history also results in a model with fewer
parameters, which in turn generates a greater likelihood. These
ideas also suggest a way to define divergence or dissimilarity
measures that are consistent with the AAH, some of which
seem to have been anticipated by Dyen (1956). These ideas can
be developed into an Age-Area Theorem, which makes explicit
the assumptions under which a culture that is more
linguistically divergent from the others in the stock is also
more likely to reside at the point of origin of the stock.

The resulting model allows explanation of some other
features of linguistic phylogenies. Many linguistic trees exhibit
imbalance.6 The left-hand side of Fig. 1 shows a balanced
phylogenetic tree, while the right-hand side of Fig. 1 shows an
unbalanced phylogenetic tree. Many linguistic phylogenies
resemble the right-hand figure. As Aldous (2001) notes, this is

Fig. 1 Balanced (left) and unbalanced phylogenetic trees. The balanced
tree on the left-hand side of the figure has equal numbers of terminal nodes
along each branch, unlike the unbalanced tree on the right.
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a difficulty for modeling relatedness between cultures because
it means simple models of branching such as a pure birth
processes are not able to accurately model the data, even when
considering the possibility that branches go extinct (Holman,
2009). Accordingly, it has been suggested (Gray et al., 2013)
that rapid expansion and change could lead to an imbalanced
structure, which might be a better way to model the sort of
dispersal patterns consistent with population dispersals and
linguistic drift (Neureiter et al., 2021). The model in this paper
is based on a moving “propensity to migrate,” which in turn is
based upon a theory of local population growth and resource
depletion. Trees like those on the right of Fig. 1 are more likely
in a well-defined sense in the model: when presented with a
choice between a tree structure to explain the relationship
between a group of cultures, the right-hand picture of Fig. 1
would be preferred.

The model also allows for probabilistic assessment of the
likelihood of alternative population dispersal narratives, and
how these narratives change as additional evidence is
included. In the application in section “Origins of emitic”,
the model is applied to some theories of ancient population
dispersal of the Semitic peoples. The application shows how an
important piece of the puzzle is where exactly one includes the
ancient and relatively unknown Eblaite language on the
Semitic tree.

Finally, consider the comment made by Greenhill and Gray
(2005), who discuss the peopling of the South Pacific and also
present a detailed discussion of quantitative methods in historical
linguistics. They develop statistical tests comparing different
hypotheses for how the South Pacific came to be settled. They
write the following in describing the need for formal modeling
and associated hypothesis tests in resolving disputes about
migratory routes:

...many expansion scenarios are little more than plausible
narratives. A common feature of these narratives is the
assertion that a particular line of evidence (archeological,
linguistic, or genetic) is ‘consistent with’ the scenario.
‘Consistent with’ covers a multitude of sins. Rigorous tests
require a measure of exactly how well the data matches the
proposed scenario. They also require an explicit evaluation
of alternative hypotheses. ...a framework for the rigorous
evaluation of these hypotheses is clearly desirable. (Green-
hill and Gray, 2005, p. 31)

This statement could easily have been written in describing the
reason for the current paper, and as a justification for taking
building a formal model around the AAH.

Problem description
It is helpful to have a working example that fixes ideas and
identifies the issues that a theory should address. Consider the
phylogenetic tree in Fig. 2. The tree describes the degree of lin-
guistic relatedness between a group of hypothetical cultures, and
while it is drawn as a rooted tree, this aspect of the tree is ines-
sential. What is important is that the tree captures the process
driving cultural diversification as a series of times at which a
single culture split in two, coming to occupy simultaneously a
new and the old geographical location.7 Some segment of the
population moved to a new location, at which time the languages
spoken by the cultures began to drift apart, allowing the phylo-
genetic tree to assume its structure. Culture A speaks the most
divergent language, meaning it and the other cultures B, C,D and
E—more correctly, the common ancestor of B, C,D, and E—
geographically divided at the most distant point in time. D and E
are the most closely related cultures.

The AAH leads one to posit the geographical origins of this
group of peoples is at A’s current location.8 Recursive application
of the AAH would lead one to a most likely description of the
migrations producing the current phylogenetic relationship
between cultures and their geographical distribution. After ori-
ginating at A, there was then a migration from A’s location to B’s
location, then from B’s to C’s location, and then from C’s to either
D’s or E’s location.

The tree in Fig. 2 imposes constraints on the time sequencing
of splits. It cannot be that a migration from D’s location to E’s
preceded a migration from D’s to C’s location. This is inconsistent
with the observed linguistic drift and implied timing of splits. The
tree does not, however, impose directional constraints; it is pos-
sible, for example, that an initial migratory episode from C’s to
A’s location occurred, followed by one from C’s to B’s location,
which was then followed by a migration from C’s location to D’s
or E’s location. This alternative scenario yields a different
homeland for the peoples, and is fully consistent with the phy-
logeny in Fig. 2.

A hypothetical geography coinciding with the phylogeny, along
with some migratory events consistent with the tree timing, is
described in Fig. 3. The AAH asserts that the right-hand sequence
on the figure is a less-likely migratory history than that on the left.
Why? The example shows the limited usefulness of positing a
minimal number of moves to explain migrations, or even reliance
on minimum distance paths. The two paths both require four
distinct population movements. There also is not much difference
in the total physical distance traversed, so physical distance is not
of much use in intuiting the most likely dispersal. The AAH
seemingly appeals to a certain kind of simplicity in migratory
movements in suggesting a sequence of events - the events on the
left-hand side of Fig. 3 seems to require one continuing expan-
sion, while the events on the right-hand side require three
separate expansions: an initial migration from A’s to C’s location,
followed by another from A’s location to B’s. A third expansion
then explains how the last two groups came to be at their posi-
tions in a way consistent with the Phylogeny: an expansion starts
from C’s location and goes to D’s, and then from D’s to E’s
location. Why is the left-hand narrative more likely?

The example presented in Figs. 2 and 3 can actually be viewed
as a simplified representation of the opposing sides of the debate
about the origins of many culture groups and even loosely applies
to Sapir’s observations about Na-Dene speakers. Consider also

Fig. 2 A phylogenetic tree displaying the relationship between five
cultures. The tree shows the relationship between five hypothetical
cultures. The most time-distant split was between A and the common
ancestor of B, C, D, and E.
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the debate over the origins of the Afroasiastic or Afrasan lan-
guages and cultures, a linguistic group with a wide geographical
distribution covering the Middle East and Northern Africa that
includes Semitic and Arabic languages, ancient Egyptian, and a
variety of languages spoken in the Ethiopian highlands. Diamond
and Bellwood (2003) suggest that this language group originated
in the Levant, while Ehret et al. (2004) suggests that this “gen-
erally abandoned” view “...[fails] to engage the five decades of
Afroasiatic scholarship that rebutted this idea in the first place.
This extensive, well-grounded linguistic research places the
Afroasiatic homeland in the southeastern Sahara or adjacent
Horn of Africa...” (Ehret et al., 2004, p. 1680). Roughly speaking,
this argument is about the whether the right-hand (Diamond and
Bellwood, 2003) or left-hand side (Ehret et al., 2004) of Fig. 3 is
the more likely dispersion scenario.

The example of Figs. 2 and 3 is also in a sense emblematic of
the recurring tension in geolocating the origins of peoples. Is it
more likely that peoples originated at the center of their current
geographical distribution, or current center of population, with
the most distant relative, or somewhere else? If one believes
migratory events to be rare, and wishes to conserve them in
explaining historical migrations, what sort of model would reflect
this concern? How might one characterize migratory parsimony
in a meaningful mathematical and probabilistic way?

Theoretical framework
This section presents a model of migratory events, and as this
aspect of the model reflects the ramifications of the theory, the
discussion of the microeconomic foundations of the model is
postponed until this part of theory is clear.

The development of the theory begins by building up a phy-
logenetic tree from its constituent migratory events. These events,
which constitute a node on the phylogenetic tree combined with a
directional arrow, as shown in Figs. 2 and 3, can be collected into
migratory chains. Migratory chains can then be grouped into a
migratory history. In the end, a history with fewer chains will be
simpler, and simpler histories will have higher likelihood under
the model, while at the same time being associated with languages
that are more divergent.

The model begins by assuming that a phylogenetic tree
describing the relationships between a group of cultures is known.
In the simplest version of the model, only the structure of the tree
and hence the sequence of population splits need be known, not
the branch lengths or exact timing of the splits. The phylogenetic

tree is assumed to be full, rooted, and binary, which implies there
is a single origin node and root.9 All nodes excepting the root
have a single parent node, all interior nodes have exactly two
children, and all terminal nodes have zero children. A binary tree
with K+ 1 terminal nodes (sometimes called taxa or leaves) has K
internal nodes. The tree in Fig. 2, for example, has five terminal
nodes/taxa and four internal nodes.

To link phylogeny with geography, assume that each terminal
node coincides with a physical location. Each location/terminal
node then carries a label ci, i ∈ 1, 2, 3,…, K+ 1 and a location li,
so one may refer to the “culture” ci currently at “location” li.

10 The
locations of the terminal nodes on Fig. 2 are mapped on Fig. 3. A
branch connected to nodes of the tree is associated with a
migratory event Ek. That is, a migratory event Ek is a tuple con-
sisting of an internal node k∈ K, an elapsed time tk, a starting
location-culture pair i, and an ending location-culture pair i0:

Ek ¼ ftk; ðci; liÞ; ðci0 ; li0 Þg
On Fig. 2, one might then consider the migration from A’s

location to B’s location as E4= {t4, (A, lA), (B, lB)}, which indicates
after t4 units of time elapsed, a migratory event from the current
location of culture A to the current location of culture B occurred.
The spatial representation of this event is as shown on the left-
hand part of Fig. 3. The migratory event is a movement of a
fraction of the population at the first location to the second, so
that now the original population occupies both the initial and the
terminal location. Now that the population has split into two sub-
populations, the sub-populations begin to change independently
of one another, and the languages spoken by A and B drift apart
as reflected in the phylogenetic tree.

An important part of the model are null migratory events:

Eo
k ¼ ftk; ðl1; c1Þ; ðÞg

The null event Eo
k means that proceeding from node k of the

tree, tk time elapsed, and no migratory event occurred. Null
migratory events are of interest because they are a useful way to
characterize the terminal nodes of the tree.

Migratory chains. A migratory chain is a sequence of migratory
events which form a directed path both through space and along
the phylogenetic tree, coupled with a parameterization of the
process describing the times and spatial movements of the pro-
cess. The parameterization of the chain is referred to as θ, which
will describe a probability distribution over the timing of

Fig. 3 Potential migratory routes consistent with the phylogenetic tree in Fig. 2. A single migratory process starting at A is depicted on the left, while
three different processes starting from C are shown on the right.
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migratory events, and perhaps spatial aspects of migration. Thus,
a migratory chain consists of the tuple: C ¼ ffEmgnm¼1; θg. In the
simplest version of the model, the parameterization of a migra-
tory chain consists of some probabilistic model describing the
timing of migratory events, where the spatial model just specifies
that any spatial movement to an as-yet unoccupied location is
equally likely.

A null migratory chain can be defined using a single null
migratory event: Co= {{Eo}, θo}. This is a migratory chain starting
from some location from which no migration is observed. These
null chains characterize locations that are occupied and “passed
through” as part of a continuing mass migration, but then do not
produce additional mass migrations themselves. Indeed, one
interesting feature of many discussions of migration and cultural
evolution is that ancient population movements figure into the
discussion, but it is often never explained why some migrations
apparently continue on to multiple locations, while others peter
out after a single movement.

The propensity to migrate. The model posits that each migratory
event carries a propensity to migrate with it, which leaves the
initial location for the new location whenever a population splits.
This means that the migratory chain and its migration propensity
moves along with to the most recently occupied location as the
migratory chain progresses. This view of the migratory process
means that mass migrations are unlike other stochastic processes
describing population dispersion, such as a Yule/pure-birth pro-
cess, as migration is more likely to occur and continue from
newly occupied locations than from previously occupied loca-
tions, as is seemingly the case in expansionary population dis-
persals. In a branching process, each split of a population results
in two new populations, each of which could split again, and so
on. The migratory process is best thought of as the result of a split
in which part of the population leaves for a new location and
carries a similar potential for future splitting along with it. Any
subsequent out migration from the original location is governed
by a new chain with a new parameterization. What sort of eco-
nomic process organically produces such an effect should be
explained and is one of the key roles played by the micro foun-
dations of the model presented in section “Microeconomic
foundations.”

Migratory histories. A migratory history is a collection of
migratory chains H ¼ fCjgNj¼1

that together comprise a minimal

spanning of the phylogenetic tree, so that every branch of the tree
is traversed by a single migratory chain. Hypothesizing that a
location is the geographical point of origin of all the constituent
cultures of the tree amounts to positing some sequence of
migratory chains that minimally span the tree, with the deepest
chain starting emanating from the origin culture-location. Each
culture-location combination (li, ci) represented by a terminal
node of the tree can be associated with a set of migratory histories
Hi that start at the location.

A migratory history has some count of the total number of
non-null migratory chains required to span the tree, referred to as
N(H). On Fig. 3, the history described by the sequence of events
on the left has N(H)= 1, while for that on the right, N(H)= 3.
Define a counting function for the number of migratory events in
a migratory chain as n(C), which counts the number of non-null
migratory events spanned by the chain. The sole chain in the
scenario on the left of Fig. 3 has n(CABCDE)= 4, while the three
chains on the right-hand side of the figure give n(CCA)= 1,
n(CCB)= 1, and N(CCDE)= 2.11

The basic assumptions characterizing migratory chains and
histories are then as follows.

Assumptions 1 Migratory Events, Chains, and Histories

1. Each migratory chain occupies a single location at any
given point in time.

2. When a migratory event occurs, the propensity to migrate
for the chain moves to the new location, and a new chain
starts at the origin location.

3. Migratory chains move from their current locations to a
new location at random times according to a chain-specific
probability density function.

The only element that has not been discussed in the above list
of assumptions is 3). This assumption implies that a migratory
history with fewer chains introduces fewer parameters into the
model, and under some basic assumptions this translates into a
larger likelihood, as discussed in the next section.

Likelihood and a Poisson-exponential model. The building
blocks of the previous section can be used to create a likelihood
associated with any particular history, which then leads to mea-
sures of divergence that allow a precise statement of the AAH.
These measures of divergence are referred to as “Dyen Divergence
measures” after Dyen (1956). A Dyen Divergence measure is not
a conventional distance measure, in that it does not measure how
distant one culture is on average from other cultures according to
some pairwise comparison of characteristics, as is used in, for
example, Wichmann et al. (2010). A Dyen Divergence measure
captures how dissimilar a culture is from the rest of the com-
ponent cultures in a Phylogenetic tree by relating dissimilarity to
a probabilistic model of the tree. The Dyen measure also reflects
the relative chances that any particular culture/location is the
point of origin of the group of related cultures.

The intuition underlying the AAH suggests that simpler
migratory histories should be more likely, and in the model
simpler histories are those that are comprised of fewer migratory
chains. In this way, each migratory chain can be associated with a
one-time historical occurrence, such as a discovery of a means of
exploiting a new resource, and one might prefer to use fewer such
exceptional events to explain the entire language family
expansion if possible. Operationally, as each chain carries its
own parameterized distribution, a history with fewer chains also
has fewer parameters, grouping more observations together, and
is therefore simpler in that it has a smaller number of
parameters.12 When a Poisson likelihood is optimized over this
smaller number of parameters a larger likelihood results; this is
also often true of an exponential likelihood. Thus, histories with
smaller N that group together larger values of n, have higher
probabilities. In addition to explaining the propensity to migrate,
the microeconomic foundations for the model also suggest that a
Poisson-exponential model is a good way to characterize
migratory chains.

Consider a migratory chain with a number of constituent
events n occurring over a time T, where as a migratory event
occurs, the chain leaves the old location and occupies the new
one. A Poisson likelihood comprises a simple model of these n
migratory events spread out over time T:

L ¼ ðλTÞne�nT

n!
ð1Þ

The value of λ that maximizes (1) is λ� ¼ n
T, and substituting

this back into (1) gives a chain likelihood

L ¼ nne�n

n!
ð2Þ

the critical feature of the function (2) is that the kernel nn
n! is

convex, as is elaborated on further below. As the concentrated
likelihood in (2) does not depend upon T, it is a suitable model of
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a migratory chain when the number of branching events are
known, but the timing of these events is not.13 By contrast, if
branch lengths are known, an alternative is to use an exponential
model for n events occurring over a total time T:

L ¼ λne�nT ð3Þ
The exponential likelihood in (3) has concentrated value:

L ¼ n
T

� �n
e�n ð4Þ

If a history is comprised of N chains, its likelihood is:

LH ¼
YN
j¼1

Lj

where Lj is given by either (1) or (3).
The migratory histories described in Figs. 2 and 3 can be used

to illustrate the ideas. The left-hand migratory history on Fig. 3
requires an initial migratory chain to start at A, which then
proceeds from location A to B, from B to C, and then finally to D
or E. However, each time the migratory chain proceeds to a new
location, by Assumption 1, a new migratory chain starts in its
place. In the example in Figs. 2 and 3, most of these new chains
are null chains—they never create any new migratory events and
only lead to terminal nodes. The probability of observing this
sequence of events, then, can be written by combining the
densities of the component chains of history HA, which can be
written as a combination of the migratory chain CABCDE along
with a collection of null chains needed to span the tree:14

LA ¼ ProbðHAÞ ¼ PðCABCDEÞPðCo
AÞPðCo

BÞPðCo
CÞPðCo

DÞ
Using the Poisson distribution to parameterize the timing of
migratory events, LA is:

LA ¼ ðλ1TÞ4e�λ1T

4!
ðλAtAÞ0e�λAtA

0!
ðλBtBÞ0e�λ3tB

0!
ðλCtCÞ0e�λCtC

0!
ðλDtDÞ0e�λDtD

0!

ð5Þ
Equation (5) simplifies to:

LA ¼ ðλ1TÞ4e�λ1T

4!
e�λAtA e�λBtB e�λCtC e�λDtD ð6Þ

The log-likelihood associated with equation (6) is:

ln LA ¼ 4ln ðλ1TÞ � 4λ1T � ln ð4!Þ � λAtA � λBtB � λCtC � λDtD
ð7Þ

The log-likelihood in (7) is maximized with λA= λB= λC= λD= 0 -
since these chains are all null, the maximum likelihood estimate of
the rate parameter for the timing of migratory events along these
chains is zero. In contrast, λ�1 ¼ 4

T. Substituting this and other
optimal values back into the objective function gives the
(concentrated) likelihood LA as:

LA ¼ 44e�4

4!
ð8Þ

Equation (8) yields a probability for migratory history A, but
also embodies the concept of simplicity. The back story for (8) is
simple in that only one non-degenerate migratory chain is needed
to explain the whole tree, given that the migratory history starts at
A. Contrast this with the case in which C is posited to be the
origin point. To maintain consistency with the splitting events of
the phylogenetic tree, the requirements are: (1) a chain starting at
C’s location leading to A’s, (2) another migratory chain starting at
C’s location going to the location of B, and then (3) a migratory
chain that starts at C’s location proceeding to D’s (or E’s) and
then finally to E’s (or D’s). Degenerate chains start at location C
and D (or E) when each chain moves on from these locations. The

likelihood for history HC is then:

LC ¼ ProbðHCÞ ¼ PðCCAÞPðCCBÞPðCCDEÞPðCo
DÞPðCo

CÞ
Again parameterizing each chain using the Poisson distribution

gives likelihood:

LC ¼ λ1ðt4þtAÞ1e�λ1ðt4þtA Þð
1!

ðλ2ðt3þtBÞÞ1e�λBðt3þtB Þ

1!
ðλ3ðt2þt1þtEÞÞ2e�λ3 ðt2þt1þtE Þ

2!

´ ðλCtCÞ0e�λC tC

0!
ðλDtDÞ0e�λDtD

0!

ð9Þ
Maximizing LC in (9) with respect to λ1, λ2 and λ3, noting that
λC= λD= 0, and substituting the result back into (9) gives:

LC ¼ 11e�

1!
11e�1

1!
22e�2

2!
¼ 22e�4

2!
ð10Þ

This forms a basis for a probabilistic comparison of the chances
each of these two locations were the point of origin of the tree.15

The likelihood that A is the point of origin relative to C is
LA/(LA+ LC). Since we have LA / 44

4! and LC / 22
2!, the relative

probability A is the point of origin is:

44
4!

44
4! þ 22

2!

¼ 84%

The result that A is a relatively more likely point of origin owes
to the kernel:

zðnÞ ¼ nn

n!
ð11Þ

which is convex in n and increases more rapidly than any
polynomial in n. This “extreme” convexity,16 which is due to the
Poisson-exponential distribution, implies that histories that
require fewer non-degenerate parameters, or equivalently, that
lump migratory events into fewer, longer chains are more likely.
The kernel (11) also means that if one could potentially increase
the length of a longer chain at the expense of a shorter chain, one
would increase the likelihood. That is, if one has two histories
with lengths n1 and n2, where n1 > n2, and one could rearrange
things to subtract a migratory event from the second chain and
add it to the first, this will increase the likelihood. This is because,
using the Poisson likelihood kernel:

ðn1 þ 1Þn1þ1

ðn1 þ 1Þ!
ðn2 � 1Þn2�1

ðn2 � 1Þ! >
nn11
n1!

nn22
n2!

! n1 þ 1
n1

� �n1

>
n2

n2 � 1

� �n2�1

:

Such rules of thumb—fewer chains and longer chains should
be formed if possible—help one find a history with maximum
divergence or likelihood for each culture location pair, which is
an important part of the Age-Area Theorem presented below.
This is discussed after first defining a divergence measure which
leverages these ideas:

Dyen divergence. A simple measure of divergence that replicates
the properties of (11) can now be created. This measure forges a
link between probability and a measure of how divergent a par-
ticular culture is from the rest of the tree.

Definition 1 Dyen Divergence. Define a function which collects
the number of non-degenerate chains in a migratory history, and
the number of events in each of its constituent chains as follows:

dðHÞ ¼ �NðHÞln ð2πÞ � ∑
NðHÞ

j¼1
ln nðCjÞ

Let Hi denote the set of migratory histories emanating
from culture-location pair i. Define the Dyen Divergence
of culture-location i as the maximum value of d(H) for the
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culture-location pair:

Di ¼ maxfdðH1iÞ; dðH2iÞ; ¼ dðHLiÞg; 8 fHligLl¼1 2 Hi

The Dyen divergence for culture-location pair A from the
previous example requires considering two possible histories,
which are almost trivially different: a history with migratory
sequence ABCDE, and one with sequence ABCED. Based on the
tree structure alone, one cannot distinguish between these
two histories, but can select either in forming the divergence
measure for A:

DA ¼ �ln 2π � ln 4 � �3:22

As N(HA)= 1, and nðCHA;1
Þ ¼ 4. By contrast, DC, correspond-

ing to the right-hand of Fig. 2, also produces two possible
histories; with it once again being impossible based on the tree
alone to distinguish between CA, CB, CDE and CA, CB, CED. Still,
these histories produce the same value for the Dyen divergence
measure, which is:

DC ¼ �3ln 2π � ln 1� ln 1� ln 2 � �6:206

Since DA >DC, A is more divergent that C. One can also see
from this example how the divergence measure exploits concavity
of the natural log function to preferentially treat longer migratory
chains. If a chain of length 4 can be formed, instead of two
chains of length 2, the Dyen divergence measure gives the longer
chain a higher score, because ln ð4Þ< ln ð2Þ þ ln ð2Þ, or
�ln ð4Þ>� ln ð2Þ � ln ð2Þ.

Age-Area Theorem. The Age-Area Theorem links the divergence
measure to a probabilistic model, which allows one to say a more
divergent culture is more likely a point of origin of the group of
related cultures.

Theorem 1 (Age-Area Theorem). Define Dyen Divergence as in
definition 1, and suppose that mass migrations along a migratory
chain occur at times described by a Poisson model. Then:

Di ≥Di0 () Li ≥ Li0

and if

i�D ¼ arg max
i

D1;D2; ¼Di; ¼ ;DK

� �
and

i�K ¼ arg max
i

L1; L2; ¼ ; Li; ¼ ; LK
� �

Then i�D ¼ k�K—the most likely point of origin has the largest
Dyen divergence measure.

Proof. The probabilistic model suggests that the likelihood
associated with a particular location being the point of origin can
be written as the product of a group of concentrated Poisson
likelihoods:

Lk ¼ ΠNk
i¼1

nnii e
�ni

ni!
ð12Þ

by Stirling’s lemma, n! ≈ (2πn)nne−n, so the right hand side of
(12) is approximately:

Lk � ΠNk
i¼1ð2πniÞ�

1
2 ð13Þ

Since monotone transforms of functions preserve order, square Lk
in equation (13) and take the logarithm to get d(Hk). Since d(Hk)
is a monotone transform of Lk, it follows that whenever Di >Dj,
Li > Lj, i, j∈ K to the same degree of accuracy as the Stirling
approximation.

The distance measure attaches significance to the number of
events that proceed from a given split, and in this way creates
larger values for the deepest routes of the tree. This is very much

in line with the spirit of Sapir’s idea that one should, in
determining the homeland of a language, focus on the deepest
roots of the tree; or, as Sapir says, should focus not on “all the
dialects of the stock, but rather on the basis of its major
divisions.”17(Sapir, 1949, p. 455)

Example. Consider first the left-hand side of Fig. 4, which is
drawn taking culture E’s location as the point of origin. On the
figure dashed lines represent null chains, while solid lines
represent chains composed of at least one migratory event. The
red solid line represents the migratory chain CEDABC, with the red
dashed lines representing null migratory chains. The chain starts
with an initial migratory event in which a sub-population left E
and went to D, with the chain continuing on to A, then B and
finally C. To complete a history assuming E is the point of origin,
another, more recent chain, written CEFGIH is also needed, and
this is shown in green on the figure. Sometime after the migration
that started with a movement to D, a new chain started with a
migration to F that then moved on to I, then G, then H. By the
Age-Area Theorem, this migratory history will produce the lar-
gest likelihood associated with E being the point of origin of the
constituent cultures of the tree, as this history has grouped all
migratory events into the smallest possible number of chains
given the event started at point E.18

The associated likelihood reflecting the two non-degenerate
chains comprising this history is:

L�E ¼ 44e�4

4!
44e�4

4!
¼ 44

4!

� �2

e�8

The Dyen Divergence measure associated with this history is:

DE ¼ �2ln ð2πÞ � 2ln ð4Þ ¼ �6:44

Suppose instead that location A is posited to be the point of
origin, as shown on the right of Fig. 4. The history with the
smallest number of long chains requires an initial migratory chain
to produce the opposite branch of the tree, CCEFIGH. This
migration left A for location E, then moved onto F, then I, then,
G, then H. Sometime later, a migration from A to D occurred—a
migratory chain with only a single migratory event. Then, a third
migratory episode leaving A for B and then C occurred.
These three non-degenerate migratory chains combine to give
likelihood:

L�A ¼ 55e�5

5!
11e�1

1!
22e�2

2!
¼ 55

5!
22

2!
e�8

With Dyen divergence:

�3ln ð2πÞ � ln ð5Þ � ln ð1Þ � ln ð2Þ ¼ �7:81

So, E is more divergent and also the more likely point of origin
for the tree of these two possibilities. However, if one were to
consider location D as the origin, one has:

�2ln ð2πÞ � ln ð5Þ � ln ð3Þ ¼ �6:38

Thus, the location currently occupied by D is the most likely
point of origin of the phylogeny absent other information. Like
the history emanating from E, the history starting from D
requires only two chains, but improves upon that of E by building
a 5-event migratory chain and a 3-event migratory chain, whereas
E required two 4-event chains.

Exponential distribution and known branch lengths. The
method outlined in the proof of the Age-Area Theorem can be
applied to create alternative measures of divergence which may be
useful in situations in which more information about the struc-
ture of the tree is available. A leading situation is when branch
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lengths are known (i.e., divergence times are known). Then, an
exponential model may be used for the timing of migratory
events. The exponential density associated with n migratory
events occurring over a total time span T is:

λne�λT ð14Þ
The value of λ that maximizes (14) is: λ� ¼ n

T. The resulting
likelihood for a history with N chains under the exponential
model is then:

L ¼ ΠN
j¼1

nj
Tj

 !nj

e�nj ð15Þ

where Tj in (15) is the total time length spanned by the migratory
chain. A Dyen divergence measure can be formed based on this
likelihood embodies the key ideas of the model. All migratory
histories will eventually have a term that amounts to e−K because
of the K splits needed to explain K interior nodes, and since this is
common to all likelihoods, it can be dropped. Also, let Tj= Tαj,
where αj is the fraction of the total time depth of the tree elapsed
in the chain. Then form the relative likelihood:

L / ΠN
m¼1α

nm
m ð16Þ

So an exponential Dyen divergence measure for the migratory
history from culture-location pair k can be formed by taking logs
of (16):

De ¼ ∑
N

j¼1
njðln nj � ln αjÞ ð17Þ

The divergence measure in (17) emphasizes some additional
features of the tree. The convex function nln n, which forms the
first part of the measure in (17), means longer chains increase

divergence, as was true of the Poisson-distribution-based measure
used in the Age-Area Theorem. However, De includes parameters
α which captures the fraction of tree time spanned by a migratory
chain. Since α∈ (0, 1), the smaller is α, the greater the divergence.
This means that De emphasizes chains which lump a large
number of migratory events into a short-time-period chain. This
phenomenon plays a prominent role in the literature (Atkinson
et al., 2008), and migratory episodes with rapid expansions often
figure prominently in migration narratives, such as the peopling
of the South Pacific (Gray and Jordan, 2000; Greenhill and Gray,
2005). The exponential model, as it allows for explicit inclusion of
timing in splits, therefore admits a way to view more recent and
perhaps more rapid expansions as a component of a different
migratory episode than events far-removed in time.

A consequence of the way in which α enters De in (17) is that it
allows the possibility that the history with the longest chain is not
necessarily the most likely point of origin. Consider the two possible
migratory histories depicted on Fig. 5. On the left-hand side of the
figure the migratory history runs from the location of the most
divergent culture, A, through B to C to D then finally E’s location.
The solid blue line running along the tree depicts the sole migratory
chain needed to capture this sequence of events, with dashed lines
representing null migratory chains that start as the chain moves on.
The Poisson likelihood for this tree is 44

4!, with Dyen divergence
measure −3.22. The right-hand side of the figure depicts an
alternative migratory history, where there was first a migration from
B to A, which produced no additional migratory events. Then, a
migratory chain followed, running from B to C to D to E. Under the
Poisson model, the likelihood of this sequence of events is 11

1!
33
3!, with

corresponding Dyen divergence measure− 4.774. Therefore the
Poisson model would suggest that A is the more likely point of origin.

Fig. 4 Two hypothetical migratory histories through a given phylogenetic tree. The picture on the left takes location E as the point of origin, while that on
the right takes point A as the origin. Arrow colors on the top and bottom elements of the figure show branching events and population movements.
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Under the exponential model the left-hand history has a
likelihood of 44 after normalizing the overall length of the tree to

unity, while the right hand side of the tree has likelihood 3
αi

� �3
.

The exponential Dyen divergence for the left-hand side of Fig. 5 is
4ln 4 ¼ 5:54, while it is 3ln 3� 3ln α for the right-hand side. For
α small enough—less than 3

4
4
3
¼ 0:472 to be exact, the scenario on

the right-hand side of Fig. 5 is more likely.
It is also possible to blend the Poisson and the exponential

model if some branches are of known length, while others are not.
For example, if the tree is unrooted, one may have no information
on the time leading up to the initial population split; one knows
only that it occurred. Therefore, one could use a Poisson
likelihood for the first split in the tree, followed by exponential
branchings for each subsequent split.

Geographical distances. One might wish to allow other factors
besides the order and timing of population splits to influence
the likelihood of different migratory histories. An important
case is inclusion of physical distance as a component of the
history so that both the structure of the tree and the length of
hypothesized routes impact likelihood. If nothing else, geo-
graphical distance could be used to break ties in cases in which
the tree offers no guidance. On Fig. 5, the tree itself does not
suggest whether either chain should end with a migration
from D to E or E to D. However, the geography depicted on
the lower part of Fig. 5 suggests that the more natural (i.e.,
shorter) geographical path might be from C to D, and then
from D to E.

A simple model of distance that both makes intuitive sense and
allows one to simply add an additional term onto either the
Poisson or the exponential Dyen divergence can be described as
follows. Suppose that when a mass migration occurs and a
culture-location pair emits an out-migrating sub-population, a
random direction is selected from a uniform distribution around
the circle, and then the distance traveled in that direction is
governed by an exponential distribution. Let the migration from
location i to i0 traverse a distance di;i0 , and let the parameter
describing the density of the distance be denoted by μi;i0 , so that
the parameter is specific to the migratory event. The probability
of observing a move from i to i0 then depends only on the

distance between the two points, and can be written as:

Pðdi;i0 Þ ¼ μi;i0e
�μdi;i0 ð18Þ

Maximizing (18) with respect to μi;i0 gives μ�i;i0 ¼ 1
di;i0

, so the
concentrated likelihood of observing the jump is:

Lðdi;i0 Þ ¼
1
di;i0

e�1 ð19Þ

Collecting all such terms associated with a migratory history,
the likelihood of observing the distances associated with the
history is:

LDH ¼ e�ðK�1Þ Y
ði;i0 Þ2H

1
di;i0

ð20Þ

The e−(K−1) term in the above is a result of the fact that if there
are K terminal nodes, there are K− 1 internal nodes of the tree, and
each migratory event associated with an internal node adds e−1 to
the likelihood. As this is true of all migratory histories, one can write:

ln LDH / � ∑
ði;i0 Þ2H

ln di;i0 ð21Þ

That is, a simple way of favoring paths requiring shorter
distances is to include the negative of the sum of the log distances
traversed. One advantage of this approach is that it remains
agnostic about how physical distance is reckoned. For example,
one could use a distance metric that weights east-west and north-
south distances differently.

If one includes geographical distances in such a way so that
smaller geographical jumps are more likely, the result would be
something like the expansionary model of Neureiter et al. (2021),
and this would also produce an effect similar to the geographical
grouping of divergent dialogs. One might also allow that jumps
that traverse different terrain or water are more difficult. Such a
modification would allow for saturation of an already-populated
island before expansion to a new island, which might also result
in a region where the most divergent language is near where the
languages of the phylogeny are most diverse, as appears to be the
case for the Austronesian languages, where the most divergent
languages are found on Taiwan, also a region of great linguistic
diversity, suggesting a Taiwanese origin for this language family
(Blust, 1984, 1999).

Fig. 5 Different migratory histories for a tree with the same basic structure. On the right side of the figure, migratory events occur in a more compressed
time frame.
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Microeconomic foundations
Two crucial assumptions of the model are (1) migratory events
occur according to a Poisson-exponential distribution, and (2) the
propensity to migrate leaves the origin location and moves to the
new location with the departing sub-population. How can these
points of departure for the model be justified? This section shows
how exponential migration timings occur in a model in which
population growth is dictated by a stochastic logistic growth
model combined with a critical population level, that, when
achieved, precipitates a resource crash. This crash generates a
local superabundance of population,19 which makes migration for
a segment of the population desirable. If the crash can be thought
of as irreversible, as might occur if a distinct resource is com-
pletely used up beyond the point of recovery, then the singular
nature of the migratory chain can be justified. More broadly, the
spirit of the model is consistent with the idea that a new inno-
vation or approach to resource exploitation is discovered, but that
there is some possibility that eventually a innovation or resource-
specific crash will occur, which generates a superabundance of
population and allows for a large segment of the population to
leave. The idea is to justify the one-time nature of the event
propelling population forward, but also to (eventually) generate a
superabundance of population, which creates a large-scale
migration from the current location to a new location.

Suppose that there is a discrete set of habitable locations that
are not yet occupied.20 Each location has some given carrying
capacity K. Carrying capacity can be exhausted. Exhaustion of the
carrying capacity is a discrete event and occurs if and when the
population ever reaches some upper barrier B at the location.

In fact, when B ≥ K, the carrying capacity is exhausted and falls
to a much lower level for a generation, represented by κK, κ < 1.
Once the event has passed, the carrying capacity does not revert
to its old level, but instead a new K, B combination is randomly
drawn for the location. The crucial thing is that the sudden crash
that occurs when population reaches B generates a local super-
abundance of population, creating the potential for a sizeable
fraction of the local population to wish to migrate to a new
location.21

The population growth process is modeled as follows. Suppose
food output per capita depends upon a resource level and also the
current number of inhabitants at a location. That is, net per capita
output during generation t is

yt ¼ f ðpt ; ϵtðΔÞ; θtÞ ð22Þ
where p is population, e is a random error, Δ is the time length of
a generation, and θ is a collection of parameters. All income is
devoted to production of children, and the number of children
created by each individual is proportional to income. Hence:

ptþΔ ¼ ptf ðpt ; ϵtðΔÞ; θtÞ ð23Þ
A first-order Taylor expansion of (23), and then parameterization
and normalization yields:

ptþΔ ¼ Δpt 1þ r 1� pt
K

� �
þ σðϵtþΔ � ϵtÞ

h i
ð24Þ

The expression in (24) can be rewritten as:
ptþΔ � pt

Δ
¼ pt r 1� pt

K

� �
þ σðϵtþΔ � ϵtÞ

h i
ð25Þ

Letting Δ approach zero, and assuming that ϵ is governed by a
standard Brownian motion, (23) can be rewritten as a stochastic
differential equation:

dp ¼ p 1� p
K

� �
þ σpdz ð26Þ

Equation (26) parameterizes the model as a stochastic logistic
population growth model. The crucial property of (26) for the

model is that it is mean-reverting. Ricciardi et al. (1999) show
that mean-reverting processes like (26) have time-independent,
initial-condition-independent stationary distributions. Further,
Ricciardi et al. (1999) and Nobile et al. (1985) also show that the
existence of a time-independent steady state-density implies that
the first passage time to a “large’”barrier is approximately expo-
nential. That is, if g(B, t∣p0) denotes the distribution of the first
passage time to a barrier B given initial population p0, then:

gðB; tjpoÞ �
1

t1ðBjp0Þ
exp � t

t1ðBjp0Þ

� �
ð27Þ

Where t1(B, p0) is the mean first passage time corresponding with
the distribution. So, if attaining the barrier B is associated with the
timing of a migratory event, one might expect the timing of
migratory events to be approximately exponential.

Figure 6 illustrates the idea. The figure shows the population
process moving along through time at a high carrying capacity. At
some point, the carrying capacity is exhausted when the critical

Fig. 6 An illustration of the stochastic population process. When the
upper population barrier is attained, a resource crash occurs. The resulting
population superabundance triggers a mass migration.

Fig. 7 An illustration of the formation of a phylogenetic tree and its
underlying geography. The left-hand side shows times at which the upper
population barrier is reached, prompting a segment of the population
to leave.
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population level shown by the dashed line is reached, and a
segment of the population leaves. The new carrying capacity in
the location is then determined at the end of the generation; in
the figure this new capacity is evidently lower.

Figure 7 takes the idea a bit further and shows how the process
might play out sequentially over four different locations. In each
area, the process hits a barrier at a random, approximately
exponential time, triggering a local superabundance of popula-
tion. Over time, the result is a series of jumps to new locations at
exponentially distributed times. The length of the dashed lines
corresponds with the lengths of the internal branches of the
phylogenetic tree.

Some additional details round out the model. Since population
is B at the barrier, expected per capita income if some segment of
the population moves from the current location (24) is:

yt ¼ 1þ r 1� B�m
κK

� �
ð28Þ

Suppose moving involves a per capita cost of c. Then, if m
people move to a new location, expected income and utility
among the migratory group is:

~yt ¼ 1þ r 1�m
K

� �
� c ð29Þ

The arbitrage condition yt ¼ ~yt determines m*, the size of the
migratory group:

m� ¼ Br � Kcκ
rðκþ 1Þ ð30Þ

When the barrier is achieved, a migratory group of size m* leaves
for a new location. This population of m* also plays the role of po
in the distribution (27) as the migratory chain moves forward. To
ensure that all of this group leaves for a single location, rather
than fanning out, one might add in an additional assumption that
a minimum migration size on the order of m* is required to
guarantee success.

This model of population growth and resource collapse
requires a few parameter restrictions. For the size of the migratory
group to be positive, parameters must obey:

Br >Kcκ ! Br
Kκ

> c ð31Þ

The model cannot just be a theory of mass migration, but also
must be a theory able to explain why mass migration is rare.
Parameter restrictions are required that ensure movements only
occur when the rare event of population attaining the barrier
occurs. When population is arbitrarily close to the barrier income
at the new location is:

yt ¼ 1þ r 1� B
K

� �
ð32Þ

If a small segment of the population moved to a new location,
expected income is:

~yt ¼ 1þ r � c ð33Þ
For nobody to wish to move, it is required that yt >~yt whenever
the barrier B has not been reached. This requires that the per
capita cost of moving is sufficiently large:

c≥
rB
K

ð34Þ

Conditions (31) and (34) bracket migration costs so that
migrations only occur under rare conditions. Coupled with a
migration cost, a theory with stochastic logistic population
growth and a resource crash at a population barrier is consistent
with a Poisson-exponential time sequencing of migratory events
along a chain.

Computation
One can usually calculate a Dyen Divergence measure by hand
and using simple rules of thumb about forming chains—indeed,
that is the point of creating such measures of divergence—but in
many circumstances it is useful to be in possession of a compu-
tational algorithm, as the case may be when it is not immediately
obvious how to span a tree with the minimal number of migra-
tory chains. Calculation is also difficult if one wishes to include
other features besides the structure of the phylogeny in the cal-
culation, such as geographical distance, as described in section
“Geographical distances.” Fortunately, Dyen Divergence mea-
sures or likelihoods can be computed by working recursively
backwards through the tree as one would in a dynamic pro-
gramming algorithm. The end result of this backwards iteration
through the tree is a divergence measure or likelihood for each
culture-location pair, reflecting the likelihood that each point in
the phylogeny was the geographic point of origin of the
entire tree.

The algorithm begins with enumeration of the interior nodes of
the phylogenetic tree in depth-first order, so that nodes nearer to
leaves carry lower indices, and nodes nearer leaves are traversed
first. This allows a backwards traversal of the tree. Figure 2 fol-
lows this convention.

Given interior nodes k= 1, 2, 3,…, K and terminal nodes
represented by location-culture pairs, (ci, li), the recursion tracks
the likelihood that culture-location pair i was the point of origin
for all cultures after consideration of internal node k of the tree.
Once k= K is reached the end result is a vector of values
representing the probability that each location was the beginning
point of the migratory history of the entire tree. Needed for
computation is a function which compiles the likelihood or
divergence measure associated with a migratory chain, which
generically depends upon state variables such as the current time
length of the chain and the number of events in the chain. Let this
function be denoted as f(n, t), which could be (the log of) either
(2) or (4), or either function’s kernel.

State variables required for the calculation include the length of
a migratory chain under consideration as of the traversal of node
k, denoted tik, and the number of events in a chain, nik. A set-
valued state variable rik is needed to keep track of nodes which
have already been considered as part of i’s value prior to the
inclusion of k, where ri0= {i}. Pursuant to keeping track of rik, it
is also helpful to equip each internal node of the tree with a set of
nodes reachable from k, called Rk. Let Vik denote the likelihood or
divergence measure value for culture-location pair i after con-
sideration of node k, starting with Vi0= 0.

The algorithm changes character as new nodes become
reachable when an internal node is considered, so it is therefore
useful to have indicator variables capturing previous reachability.
In particular, let 1r

ik ¼ 1 if rik ≠ {i} and i ∈ Rk, with 1r
ik ¼ 0

otherwise. The indicator therefore captures both whether a
terminal node is reachable from an internal node and therefore
should be updated when it is considered, and whether the
terminal node was accessible from a previously considered
interior node.

The recursion is defined by the following:

Vikþ1 ¼ Vik þ 1r
ik f ðnik; tikÞ þ Vi�k

� � ð35Þ
where

i� ¼ arg max
i02fRknrikg

f ðni0k þ 1; ti0k þ tkÞ þ Vi0k

� 	
ð36Þ

Equation (35) shows that the calculation depends on whether
or not the node has previously considered other interior nodes.
The maximization component of the algorithm in (36) occurs
because when a new node is considered, a best next location for a
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given migratory path for each accessible terminal node must be
chosen given location i is the starting point and now a migratory
route has to be posited through some new location i0. The indi-
cator variable captures the notion that when a node presents a
culture-location pair with new options, the existing state variables
have to be assembled into a chain likelihood or divergence
measure. The state variables are updated/initialized according to:

nikþ1 ¼ ni�k þ 1; ni0 ¼ 0 ð37Þ

tikþ1 ¼ ti�k þ tk; ti0 ¼ ti ð38Þ

rikþ1 ¼ Rk; ri0 ¼ fig ð39Þ
Once the algorithm concludes with k= K, a final step is needed

to collect the final values of the state variables:

ViK ¼ Vik þ f ðnik; tikÞ; k ¼ K ð40Þ
As the algorithm can be difficult to picture until it is seen in

operation, an extended example is worked in the supplemental
appendix. In section “Origins of Semitic” these methods are
applied to two competing theories of Semitic population
dispersal.

Origins of Semitic
This section shows how the model might be used to attach a
probabilistic interpretation to debates about the origins of a group
of related peoples. The application is designed to frame debates
about both the origins of a specific group of peoples—the Semitic
peoples— but also to highlight how additional evidence shifts the
likelihood of different origin narratives, even when additional
evidence is imprecise. The intent in presenting the example is not
to resolve the debate, but merely illustrate how the methods in
this paper can be used to shape the debate in terms of probability.

The Semitic language family includes Hebrew, Arabic in its
many versions, and ancient languages such as Amaraic and
Akkadian. This language group has figured prominently in
shaping both world history and the geopolitical landscape from
ancient times into the present, hence understanding its origins
and past is of paramount importance. As (Kitchen et al., 2009, p.
2703) point out, the cultures comprising Semitic created some of
the earliest civilizations, three of the world’s most important
religions (Christianity, Islam, and Judaism), and also some of the
first works of literature (for example, the Akkadian work The Epic
of Gilgamesh).22

The early work on the origins of Semitic languages suggested
that the point of origin of the Semitic family was in Arabia, but
subsequent research argued for a northern origin for Semitic
peoples in what is today Armenia (Grintz, 1962, Peters, 1919).
The modern consensus has converged on an origin in the Levant,
but as Kitchen et al. (2009) say, “Uncertainty about key details of
this history persist despite extensive archeological, genetic, and
linguistic studies of Semitic populations.” (Kitchen et al., 2009,
p. 2703)

Kitchen et al. (2009) apply state-of-the-art methods using
comparative lexicons to fit a linguistic tree for the Semitic lan-
guages to shed further light on the origins of the constituent
cultures of the group. The resulting tree is shown in Fig. 8.23 The
conclusion that Kitchen et al. (2009, p. 2708) reach is that lin-
guistic and other evidence “...suggests a Semitic origin in the
northeast Levant and a later movement of Akkadian eastward
into Mesopotamia and Sumer,” proposing later migrations out of
this area into Ethiopia and Arabia, respectively. So, Kitchen et al.
(2009) argue that the Levant is the point of origin for the group,
in spite of Akkadian being the most divergent language of the
family. Given the linguistic tree, this requires a set of distinct
migratory chains emanating from the Levant to the locations of

Akkadian, into Ethiopia, and into Arabia, using the vocabulary of
this paper.

Using the tree in Fig. 8, divergence measures and distance
measures for all members of the tree using the algorithm
described in section “Computation” were computed. The results
of these computations for two divergence measures and two
likelihoods are presented in Table 1. The first column reports the
Dyen divergence measure, which considers only the structure of
the tree. The second column reports the exponential divergence
measure, which considers the length of branches. The third col-
umn on Table 1 computes the Poisson probability for the location
of each Semitic-speaking population being the point of origin,
and the fourth column gives the exponential probability while

Fig. 8 A phylogenetic depiction of the Semitic Languages. The figure is
constructed following the results of Kitchen et al. (2009).

Table 1 Semitic languages-cultures with divergence
measures and probabilities of point of origin. The last
column of the table is used in forming the map in Fig. 9.

Language/ Divergence Probability

Culture Dyen Exponential Poisson Exponential

Ge‘ez –24.9 –105.6 0.004 0.045
Tigrinya –26.4 –105.7 0.001 0.041
Tigre –26.4 –107.1 0.001 0.01
Zway –29.6 –107.1 0.0 0.01
Walani –28.1 –108.3 0.0 0.003
Harari –25.1 –106.7 0.002 0.015
Amharic –26.5 –106.5 0.0 0.019
Argobba –26.5 –106.5 0.0 0.018
Gafat –25.4 –105.9 0.001 0.032
Innemor –28.5 –109.0 0.0 0.001
Mesqan -–30.0 –107.4 0.0 0.007
Geto –30.0 –107.8 0.0 0.005
Chaha –28.5 –109.0 0.0 0.001
Mesmes –27.1 –107.8 0.0 0.005
Soddo –25.5 –106.5 0.0 0.018
Jibbali -24.6 –105.9 0.013 0.034
Soqotri –24.6 –106.3 0.013 0.023
Harsusi –24.6 –106.0 0.013 0.029
Mehri –24.6 –105.5 0.013 0.049
Ogaden Arabic –24.9 –106.1 0.033 0.028
Moroccan Arabic –24.4 –108.4 0.033 0.003
Ugaritic –24.7 –106.4 0.019 0.021
Hebrew –25.9 –107.3 0.005 0.008
Aramaic –25.9 –106.7 0.005 0.015
Akkadian –23.3 –103.1 0.841 0.558
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also including geographical distance, as described in section
“Geographical distances.” From Table 1, the divergence measures
and the exact probabilities all suggest that the most likely origin
point for the Semitic cultures would seem to be where Akkadian
was spoken if one relies solely on the evidence produced by the
linguistic tree, and the probability of an Akkadian origin in the
most expansive model is about 0.56. The cultures speaking lan-
guages in the Levant such as Ugaritic, Hebrew, and Aramaic, have
much lower values, because if they are to be points of origin, more
chains with fewer events in each are required to explain the
current geographical distribution of the Semitic linguistic group.

The map in Fig. 9 depicts the exponential probabilities geo-
graphically. The circles drawn on the map in 9 are proportional to
the last column of probabilities in Table 1. Again, the model
suggests that the Akkadian location is the most likely origin point,
but after this, Arabia or even the Ethiopian highlands appear to
be just as likely a point of origin for the Semitic languages.

Based on this evidence, the arguments advanced by Kitchen et al.
(2009) seem untenable given the structure of the tree they have
constructed. However, that is not the whole story, as
the authors discuss a variety of additional evidence in support of the
hypothesis that Semitic-speaking peoples originated in the Levant,
some of which can be folded into the model. One interesting
component of this additional evidence is the place occupied in the
tree by the long-extinct Eblaite language, for which no word list was
available for the study. Eblaite, Kitchen et al. (2009) note, was likely a
member of the Eastern Semitic languages along with Akkadian,
spoken by a people living in a large area of the Levant, centered in
what is now northern Syria.

How would the inclusion of Eblaite in the tree alter the picture of
likely points of origin of Semitic speakers? For the sake of illustra-
tion, contrast the eastern Semitic hypothesis with another possibility:
that Eblaite is in fact a closer relative to the Northwest Semitic
languages like Aramaic, Hebrew, and Ugaritic, than it is to Akka-
dian. This alternative has, in fact, been suggested (Lipinski, 2001).

The ramifications for these two alternatives are depicted in tree
form in Fig. 10. The left-hand side of the figure shows a tree where
Akkadian and Eblaite are grouped together as Eastern Semitic lan-
guages. One can on the left-hand side of Fig. 10 see that the initial
split in the tree has these peoples branching off together from all the
other Semitic-speaking peoples. On the right-hand side of the figure,
the alternative scenario is shown, where Eblaite is included with all
other Semitic languages in the initial split.

As no information about branch lengths for Eblaite are available,
one can rely on the Dyen divergence measure and/or the Poisson
likelihood to assess and compare the impact on the likelihood of the
origin point of the group. Geographical distances can also be inclu-
ded in these computations, as described in section “Geographical
distances”, with results shown on Table 2. One can see from the table
that the subtle difference in tree structure matters a great deal for
pinpointing the point of origin of the entire phylogeny. Including
Eblaite with Akkadian as the sole members of an eastern Semitic
group shifts the most likely point of origin of the group as a whole to
the location of the Eblaites in the Levant. This is because a separate
branching of the tree—a distinct migratory chain—must be intro-
duced to explain how both of these two peoples came to occupy their
locations. Moreover, since situating the point of origin for subsequent
migrations reduces the geographical distances traversed, Eblaite is
more likely than Akkadian as a point of origin.

Alternatively, if Eblaite is included with the rest of the Semitic
languages, the results in Table 2 suggest that the case for Akka-
dian as the point of origin is strengthened. This is because there
now is another migratory event that can be attached to the long
chain running from the location of the Akkadians, which
increases the Akkadian divergence measure and Poisson prob-
ability. The geography of the two alternatives is shown in Fig. 11.

The purpose of this exercise is not to reach specific conclusions
about where the Semitic peoples originated, but merely to show how
one might deploy the model to assess the consequences of different
sorts of assumptions about the structure of the tree. It bears men-
tioning that the tools presented in this paper might also be deployed
in a different fashion. To wit, if one knew that Eblaite was near the
point of origin of the Semitic peoples, then one might conclude it is
most likely an eastern Semitic language like Akkadian.24

Fig. 9 Geography of the Semitic languages. Circles are proportional to the
estimated probability of origin following the tree in Fig. 8.

Table 2 Including Eblaite in the Semitic tree, either in a
branch with Akkadian or grouped with all other Semitic
languages as shown in Fig. 10.

Language/ Eastern Semitic Northwestern
Semitic

Culture Dyen Poisson Dyen Poisson

Ge‘ez –25.6 0.005 –26.7 0.0
Tigrinya –27.1 0.001 –28.2 0.0
Tigre –27.1 0.0 –28.2 0.0
Zway –30.2 0.0 –31.4 0.0
Walani –28.8 0.0 –30.0 0.0
Harari –25.8 0.001 –27.0 0.0
Amharic –27.2 0.0 –28.3 0.0
Argobba –27.2 0.0 –28.3 0.0
Gafat –26.1 0.001 –27.2 0.0
Innemor –29.2 0.0 –30.4 0.0
Mesqan –30.7 0.0 –31.8 0.0
Geto –30.7 0.0 –31.8 0.0
Chaha –29.2 0.0 –30.4 0.0
Mesmes –27.8 0.0 –28.9 0.0
Soddo –26.2 0.0 –27.4 0.0
Jibbali –25.3 0.006 –26.5 0.0
Soqotri –25.3 0.005 –26.5 0.0
Harsusi –25.3 0.005 –26.5 0.0
Mehri –25.3 0.009 –26.5 0.0
Ogaden Arabic –25.6 0.015 –26.7 0.0
Moroccan Arabic –25.1 0.002 –26.3 0.0
Ugaritic –25.4 0.112 –26.6 0.001
Hebrew –26.6 0.007 –27.7 0.0
Aramaic –26.6 0.011 –27.7 0.0
Eblaite –24.8 0.725 –24.8 0.034
Akkadian –25.1 0.094 –23.1 0.965
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Discussion and conclusions
This paper develops probabilistic and microeconomic founda-
tions for a critical theoretical idea in piecing together the geo-
graphical dispersion of cultures: the Age-Area Hypothesis. It also
develops related measures of linguistic divergence that can be
used to compare potential geographical points of origin, and to
assess the likelihood of alternative dispersal narratives. The model
relies on the Poisson-exponential distribution in describing
migratory events. This reliance can be justified with a theory of
mass migration based on the stochastic arrival of a super-
abundance of population. This is because the time it takes a
mean-reverting stochastic differential equation to reach a distant
barrier is approximately exponential. The paper then forges a link
between these singular events, in that fewer of them are required,
meaning the parametric model of the tree has fewer parameters.
This parametric simplicity is then translated into greater like-
lihood, through a tree-constructed distance measure.

A larger aim of this paper is the continuance of the project of
grounding rules of thumb and other sorts of algorithms employed
in the social sciences in probability theory and likelihood. Fel-
senstein (2004), for example, describes how tree-building algo-
rithms and algorithms for inferring ancestral states in genetics
initially developed using parsimony-based methods, but were
then fashioned into probabilistic models enabling likelihood
based methods, with important contributions from Felsenstein
himself.

Probabilistic foundations are important for a variety of reasons.
One such reason is suggested in the application to the Semitic
languages in section “Origins of semitic”. As recent Bayesian
phylogeographic research (Bouckaert et al., 2012, 2018) and other
work (Currie et al., 2013) does, one can pair phylogenetic and
geographic likelihoods in a joint model of the phylogeny and the
geographic dispersal process.

Some recent research suggests that some patternings of popula-
tion dispersals might be more likely than others. It has been argued
(Neureiter et al., 2021) that an expansionary pattern seems to better
capture population expansions than alternative models. However,
this might lead one to wonder whether different visions of the
migratory process could be created that could be blended in a more
thorough analysis. Perhaps some of the ideas of this paper could be
deployed to build other types of dispersal processes.

Blending geography and phylogeny does not just apply to tree-
building —one major advantage of probability and likelihood is that
it presents a straightforward way to include all sorts of different
information—spatial and phylogenetic information can also be
combined with prior information deriving from history or arche-
ology as well. Different sorts of data, curated in places such as Kirby
et al. (2016), for example, can be combined via likelihood in a joint
model. In the end, it is hoped the paper will push forward the cross-
disciplinary project of melding of culture, geography and history,
especially as new and varied sorts of data are combined in more
comprehensive analysis of cultural evolution.

Fig. 10 Two alternatives for the inclusion of Eblaite in the Semitic language tree. The left-hand side of the figure modifies the Semitic language tree to
include Eblaite and Akkadian together as part of an Eastern Semitic branch of the Semitic Tree (a), while the righthand side shows Eblaite branching off
from Akkadian as part of a continuing expansion (b).

Fig. 11 Two theories of Eblaite. a Eastern Semitic, b Northwest Semitic. Circles are drawn in proportion to the likelihood of locations being the point of
origin of the entire group.
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Notes
1 An introduction to the role linguistic evidence plays in historical analysis, see Ostler
(2006). A more detailed introduction to methods are Nichols (1992) or Nichols
(1997).

2 One must be careful in invoking “the” AAH, as there are possibilities for confusion
with other, sometimes unrelated, ideas. What is referred to as the AAH in this paper
should not be confounded with the Sapir-Whorf Hypothesis (Sapir, 1929; Whorf,
1956), which refers to “Linguistic relativity”—the idea that peoples’ thinking is
influenced by language structure. What might be called the Cultural Age-Area
Hypothesis is the controversial idea that older cultural traits are likely to be more
widely geographically distributed. See Graves et al. (1969).

3 Trask (2000, p. 12) attributes the Age-Area Hypothesis (AAH) to the work of Latham
(1851) and Sapir (1916).Trask (2000) further mentions the work of Mallory (1997)
and Nichols (1997), as examples of applications and qualifications of the AAH.
Dimmendaal (2011, p. 336) describes the AAH in part as the “principle of least
effort,” going on to note that “This principle probably was applied first by the
scholars working on Amerindian Languages, e.g., Sapir (1916) and Dyen (1956)”.

4 Mace et al. (2005) provides an excellent overview of state-of-the-art methods for
developing phylogenetic trees from languages. See also Nichols (1997) Atkinson and
Gray (2003) or Kitchen et al. (2009). State-of-the-art methods are quite sophisticated
and blend Markov-chain Monte Carlo sampling, Bayesian methods,and
computational linguistics.

5 In some instances, the most divergent languages are also found where languages are
most diverse. This seems to be true of the Austronesian language family, where the
most divergent languages and great diversity in languages are found on Taiwan,
which supports a Taiwanese origin for the Austronesian family (Blust, 1984, 1999).

6 In fact, tree imbalance is a common signature of phylogenetic trees in general. See
Aldous (2001).

7 A classic example is the migration of Germanic peoples into England; see Weale et al.
(2002). This characterization of population movements leans on what Heggarty et al.
(2010) refers to as a “splits” model, not a “wave” model, which produces something
more akin to a continuum of dialects and could have different implications for the
degree of relatedness between cultures.

8 To be clear: this is one statement of the AAH, but others might state the principal
differently. This is consistent with the usage in Sapir (1916), but not with Wichmann
et al. (2010), who state the principal in terms of linguistic diversity being greatest near
the geographic point of origin. The relationship between these two statements is
discussed in section “Problem description.”

9 While no special knowledge of phylogenetic trees is needed for this paper, one could
consult Jackson (2008) or Felsenstein (2004) for the basic ideas.

10 One might assume li is something more concrete; for example, li= (xi, yi) is
composed of coordinates, which makes things easier to picture and simplifies
relationships with cross-cultural data. Another possibility is that the locations are just
a list of potentially habitable locations.

11 For a shorthand notation for describing a chain, C with a subscript listing the
locations visited in sequence by the chain is used.

12 It is interesting to note that using small parameter sets is sometimes imposed during
the estimation of models of geographical drift. For example, Lemey et al. (2009) use
Bayesian stochastic search variable selection (BSSVS) to restrict the size of the
parameter space in their model.

13 The Poisson model also results from an exponential model in which the timing of
events have been integrated out.

14 While HA is used to keep notation simple, this is with some abuse of notation, as
there are other possible migratory histories that could arise from the culture/location
A.

15 One could and should consider the chances any of the points were the starting point,
but for illustrative purposes, suppose that the origin point was known to be one of
these two locations perhaps because of archeological or other historical evidence.

16 For any k∈ (1, n− 1), for functions like (11) it is true that: hðnÞ> hðn� kÞhðkÞ:
17 Thanks to an anonymous referee for directing attention to this quotation.
18 Other histories will produce smaller or equal likelihoods. For example, a possible

history with chain CEADBC, where an initial migration from E to A is posited instead
of E to D, along with chain CEFIGH, and chains CAD, and CABC, is also admissible.
However, this history has four chains instead of two, and hence will produce a
smaller likelihood. the migratory history in which the last two events of each chain
are switched; i.e., {CEADCB, CEGIHG}, produces the same likelihood.

19 Dow et al. (2009) employ a similar approach to explain the emergence of Agriculture
in Southwest Asia; in that paper the circumstances generating the superabundance is
different, but it plays a similar role in that it creates a singular event that in part
explains why the events are rare and not ongoing.

20 Or, if the locations are occupied, the costs of contesting the location could be folded
into migration costs.

21 A parable: a people currently occupy an island with a population of stylized birds.
The population of birds extends across all islands in the area. While plump, the birds
taste terrible, but by accident one day it is discovered that a spice on the islands
makes the birds palatable, leading to an abundance of food. The population adjusts to
the new diet of local agriculture and birds. One year, an unusually good agricultural
crop pushes the human population to a new high. The additional human population
strains the bird population, leading to a collapse from which the population cannot
recover. Migration is costly and risky, but if everyone stays at the current location,
there will be famine. Thus, a fraction of the population incurs the costs of migration
and leaves for a new island, where the birds may be found and the process
begins again.

22 The rediscovery of this old epic poem in the early 20th century actually ignited some
controversy over the origins of the Old Testament, as Gilgamesh contains a chapter
about a flood. See Ziolkowski (2012). Hetzron (1997) is an overview of the Semitic
languages and their relationships to one another.

23 Kitchen et al. (2009) use word lists and Bayesian computational linguistics methods
to fit the tree. While it is not apparent from Fig. 8, Kitchen et al. (2009) also produce
confidence intervals for all branch lengths along the tree. In principle, one could, and
probably should, use this information in constructing distance measures or
likelihoods, for example, by repeatedly drawing branch lengths, computing distance
measures, and then averaging results. This was not done to keep the exercise as
transparent as possible.

24 Additional information and applications, including a Python implementation of the
ideas in this paper, can be found on the project sites: http://github.com/
mbaker21231/instevo and http://github.com/mbaker21231/agearea.
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